NORTH NORFOLK BEACH RUNNERS
NEWS LETTER
September 2013
Well the summer holidays don't seem to have stopped many us from running races, in fact a few have even
took part in races while on there holidays. Sheringham Parkrun has grown and probably benefited
from holidaymakers over the summer, and hit a record number of 163 entrants on week 38 this along with a
total of 70 Beach runners registered to run, proves what a great event this is and deserves our continued
support not only in taking part but also in volunteering to marshal it. Other notable runs this month include our
international representatives the De Grandis family who have taken part in numerous gruelling challenges,
around the Alps. Andy Kett and Colin Stark who stepped up to the next level and ran 85 miles at the Ridgeway
challenge. We also had Dave Spooner and Christine Walker head up to Dovedale for a marathon. Closer to
home Andi Osbourne represented us at the Mad March Hare, and we had a great turnout at the Reepham 10k
and Great Yarmouth Half marathon, along with a couple of club handicaps and Sal’s fish & chip run.
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Session/ Event

Venue

The final Trail Run of the year

Felbrigg? But must be back by
20.15 latest

The final Parlauf session of the year

Runton Road Car Park (with
cones) Warm up from Club

Distance Pyramid: (400 800 1000 1m) x 2
(Recovery 90sec, 2 mins, 2.5mins, 3 mins)

Cromwell Road

Hill session (Short, Medium and Long) x 5
each. The recovery being the return down the
hill.

The hill at the rear of Cromer
Carpets ?Colne Road?

Fartlek Session around Town and Prom

around Town and Prom

Timed Pyramid (2min, 1min, 30 sec) x 5
Recovery (90 sec, 60 sec, 30 secs)

Suffield Park

Fast/Slow Session: (1min fast, 1 min slow) x
20

Suffield Park

3 mile Time Trial

starting at Cromwell Road

Don’t forget the Next
Full Club meeting
5th September 2013

News/Reports
Sally's Fish & Chip Run 8th August – Sally Middleton
It was our best turn out ever with 11 runners from Reepham taking part, and several Fish and Chip
Run 'virgins' running for the first time. 56 official runners in total and a chip order of 70 portions. We
raised £174 for Cancer Research - again a record amount. Silly spot prizes were handed out numbers chosen by 'Aunty Cee' (the cleaner). Our youngest competitor was Jake Armstrong who
came 6th over all. The weather was once again kind allowing us to sit outside, thank goodness, as I
don't know if everyone would fit in the house. Lots of help from Graham, Mike, John, Clive, plus my
family members who have the job of going and getting the food. A big thank you to those good people
for your support.
Can it be said that the food order taken on the board at the club is so I can give a rough food order to
the chippy before hand, however on the actual night I retake that order and the payment - this is the
final order. Runners must have paid up in order for their food order to go through, so being on time is
VERY important if you want to eat afterwards. One or two runners arrived late missing the order and
extra phone calls had to be made to the chippy - this causes confusion. Miss the order, miss the
food!!!

18th August John Lucas Memorial Run - aka the Round Strathaven 50
It was the last day of my 2 week family holiday in Scotland and what better to spend it than running 50 miles around
the roads of the south Lanarkshire. The John Lucas Memorial Run is the UK’s longest all-tarmac ultra and is also
part of the Scottish Ultra Marathon Series (SUMS).
I arrived at Strathaven Park in the pouring rain and some would say about an hour early, but I would like to think it
was just good planning. While I sat in the car waiting for the race organisers and the other competitors to arrive the
rain was getting heavier and the winds stronger (it was Scotland in August what more could you expect) and I was
starting to think that the next few hours were not going to be fun. The race director in full kilted highland dress and
his team of helpers arrived along with a break in the clouds. After registering and depositing my drop bags for the
checkpoints along the route, I enquired about toilets, however it seemed that these were all locked and nobody had
the key. How ever impressed I was that the race director had turned up in a full highland dress, what was even more
impressive is that one of the runners had turned up in a kilt as well. Apparently there is a whole website dedicated to
these guys (sportkilt.com). Ten minuets before the race started the race director asked if I still required the toilet and
then insisted that I returned to his house with him to use his, I think this was just a way of getting me to give him a 10
out of 10 for the race facilities on the runners world race rating section, however he’s only getting a 9 as the toilet roll
was not on the toilet roll holder.

At 8:00am we were set off on our way, the field of runners was not large but out of 22 who registered 17 turned up
on the day, but was yet a record number of starters in the 10 years it has been taking place. The course is
completely ran on undulating roads as described by folk of Scotland, here in Norfolk we would call them mountain
passes. As we left Strathaven (heading uphill) Grant Jeans (the Scotland national 100km champion and 2012 SUMS
ultra marathon series winner) ran off like he was taking part in a local 5k race rather than a 50 mile ultra marathon.
After about 3 minuets he was never seen again.
The first checkpoint (Whitelaw) soon arrived, these was spaced out at approximately ever 5 miles, water and some
basic rations were provided, however we had the option of supplying our own drop bags at all or any of the 9
checkpoints, these I had loviningly put together and labelled up the night before, and contained such delights as Fig
rolls, Jaffa cake bars, crisps and Eric the Elephants (Sainsbury’s version of Percy Pigs) along with a drink of some
sort in each bag. As I didn’t have a drop bag at the fist checkpoint I carried on at this point, I was 5th and running on
my own, between checkpoints I passed the male and female runners in front of me and pushed into 3rd place by
checkpoint 2 (Drumclog). It all seemed to be going too well and I was feeling really comfortable. The roads continued
to undulate along with some nice views; it felt more like a trail run than a road race.
By the time I reached Checkpoint 3 (Exotic Birds) the other racers of the day the cyclists started to come past. Along
with the Ultra marathon, there were 400 plus cyclists taking part in two cycle rides, one is on the same 50 mile route
staring 2 hours after us and the other is on a smaller 15 mile loop and was branded a family friendly cycle ride, the
support and encouragement form the riders was unbelievable and most of them congratulated us as they went past.
I dropped down in to Checkpoint 4 (Sandford) and Crossed a small river, and then headed back up a steep road
though the village Looking back I could see both the women and the man I passed early not far behind me. However
much they were gaining on me I had to stop to take of my bass layer as the sun had decided to make a brief
appearance and it was starting to get warm. I reached Checkpoint 5 (Stonehouse) the half way mark in about 3 and
half hours, the crowds were out in full force to welcome us as they came through, well when I say crowds I mean two
young boys and a man with his daughter on his shoulders, the guy asked me how far we were running and the
marshal told him that it was 50 miles, he replied with that’s nearly two marathons and then gave me the witty cheer
of “Run forest Run” after I wiped the tears of laughter from eyes and cursed Tom hanks I set of again. I opted to
walk for a few minuets and take on as much of the goodies in my drop bag as I could, so ate a bag of mini cheddars,

a flapjack, 2 fig rolls, and handful of elephants, a Jaffa cake bar and washed it all down with a bottle of Tropicana,
while consuming these the lady I passed early re overtook me. Feeling rather full and sick I tried to start running again,
heading down hill out of Stonehouse, to turn a corner only to see the cyclist snaking up a hillside stretched out in front
of me. I opted to walk all the big ups in the second half, as it is nearly as quick as running them. So with hands on
knees I strided off up the hill. Up until now I had ran pretty much on my own but was now joined by Roly who was the
guy I passed early on, after chatting with him for a bit it turned out he had grown up in the same place in Scotland as
my wife. He didn’t know her or her family so we talked about the local butchers shop and the wonderful pies they did
instead, by the way if you are ever passing through the Scottish Borders, you really must stop off at Peebles for a
Rugby club special (Scotch Pie in a warm buttered roll with brown sauce) from Forsyth’s in the high street, you will not
be disappointed.
Despite the strong winds the weather was not to bad, we were treated to one or two showers and the odd heavier
downpour throughout the day, however temperature wise it was just right. Checkpoint 6 (Glassford) seemed to arrive
very quickly maybe because I wasn’t running on my own and the talking seemed to help pass the time, here we met
the friendliest marshal of the day, who because neither me or Roly had drop bags, she tried to give us anything to eat
she could find in her car, i however was still not hungry from the feast i ate at the last checkpoint, so after refusing
bananas, jelly babies, mars bars and her offering to go into village hall and get some sandwiches from the bike race
organisers, I gave in and took a chocolate covered energy bar thing from her, just so I could get away, I stuffed it in my
bag and ran off, Roly followed and we carried on together for the next couple of miles, at this point he told me to push
on as I was pulling him along, I told him no doubt I would see him again shortly and went. Out of nowhere I was past
by another runner, this dragged me on but I couldn’t keep with him so once again I was on my own for the next few
miles. The support on the route was very minimal and not many had made it out to cheer us on, to be fair there were
not a lot of houses on the route, just the odd farm. however at mile 35 one old lady had made an abundance of signs
saying things like “well done” and “only 15 miles to go” and hung them all on her gates, she stood there jumping up
and down, clapping and cheering like a mad women, not sure if her excitement was just for me, however if she did this
for every runner and rider that passed, then i am sure by the end of the day she will have either been taken away or
had a stroke. Before we reached Checkpoint 7 (Chapelton) Rory had passed me again. I reached the only section of
main road and was directed along it for a short period, and then was returned to the back lanes, I was also greeted to
another runner who caught me up we played cat and mouse for the next mile, but eventually I admitted defeat and let
him go, this turned out to be Ian Rae who had completed the race 5 times previous.
As I approached Checkpoint 8 (Auldhouse) the marshal was
taking my bottle Coke from my drop bag and undoing it, I though
for a minuet she was going to take a swig but however she was
just help me out. I asked the marshals what the course was like
for the last ten miles, and I was told it was not that bad, a few little
bumps.
At about mile 40 we joined the Family Fun 15 mile cycle ride route
which followed the last section of the race, however I don’t now
how this was seen as family fun, there were kids walking because
the hill was to steep, kids crying because the hill was to steep,
mothers looking pleased because they could walk up the hill
because there kids were walking because the hill was to steep,
dads bribing there kids with sweets and chocolates to get them
up the hill because it was to steep, it may seem that I have
overemphasised this hill but it was like going up Melboure Slope
for 2 and half miles. Once we crowned the hill it was a nice
downhill mile or two, with the kids on bikes screaming past in a
much happier mood all the way to last checkpoint (Whitelaw),
where I asked for my money back as nobody had told me about
the hill at mile 40.
From here we retraced the route of the first 5 miles back to
Strathaven Park. This time on the return is was mainly downhill,
it was quite fun racing the kiddies on the bikes. Strathaven was
now visible in front of me, I upped the pace and was flying. One of
the marshals from early came towards me on a bike and told me I had
about half a mile to go, I looked at my watch and worked out I was going
to get a sub 8 hour run, he said he would go and let them know I was on the way.
Grant finished the race first in an impressive 6 Hours 41 mins and 54 Secs with second place half an hour behind him
th
in 7 Hours 11 Mins 30 Secs. I finished 7 in 7 Hours 57 Mins and 34 seconds, 5 people dropped out along the course
and one guy finished 45 mins over the cut off time of 10 hours. The Goodie bag at the end was stocked with Tunnocks
Bars and other food and drink, along with technical t-shirt and a nice little medal, all in all one of the best ultra events I
have done, it looks like next year holiday dates might just have coincide with this race again.

24th August The Ridgeway Challenge 85 miles – Andy Kett
In May this year when Colin asked me to join him to run The Ridgeway 85 mile ultra I immediately said yes as I liked
the idea of a new challenge. But I knew I would need a warm up event as I knew nothing about ultra running, so I
entered the Shotley 53 mile, one of Vinnie's LWDA specials! I soon realised ultra running is almost a different sport to
what I have known running to be and although I struggled from around the 35 mile mark I loved it. Vinnie and Colin
both gave me confidence that the Ridgeway would be achievable. Vinnie suggested as long as we went into the
Ridgeway with a specific strategy and stuck to it we would be Ok. Colin has ran a number of very tough races of
significant distance, he runs the weekend marathon like most people run 10k, and is an all round tough guy but
running this race, for himself would mean pushing new limits in terms of distance and time. This gave me a little
comfort knowing we would both be going into unknown territory together, asking questions of our physical and mental
strength that had not been asked before.
The Ridgeway is an 85 mile trail that incorporates one of the oldest 'green roads' in Europe. It follows the Countryside
Agency's acorn waymarks (something Colin and I would both be searching for in the wee hours of the morning with
dim head torches). The race starts from Ivinghoe Beacon and stretches to the undulating hills of the Chilterns finishing
at Avebury. Much of the trails run in this race today still follow the same route over the high ground used in prehistoric
times by travellers, herdsmen and many remarkable monuments, the finest in Britain, stemming back to the bronze
and iron age, and the trail is easy to follow....in the daylight!
In the weeks leading up to the race after a little debate regarding strategy we both decided a 25/5 approach would be
the best way forward in tackling the distance, 25/5 being 25 minutes of running followed by 5 minutes of walking.
Having said this should we come up against a steep incline on a run section this would also be walked. Happy with the
plan we set off on what we both knew was going to be an epic run.
We set off with caution, it had rained heavily that morning and this had made the chalk that lines many parts of the
trail very slippery. Early into the run Colin was twitchy, (I knew he would be :) ) asking on the first few 5 min walks how
long till we start running again? 3 minutes 20 secs left I'd say, 1 min 53 secs I'd tell him, the boy was keen. We
arrived at the first aid station in about 50th place of around 106 starters, at the first check point at 10.5 miles we were
greeted by Kelly and Richard both at hand with various drinks and food we had requested beforehand. They were
both brilliant support crew and made our journey on the Ridgeway so much easier than it would have been, it also felt
really special and quite emotional at times sharing the whole experience, the highs and lows together as a team, it felt
we were all in it together and we were.
Through check point 2 the heavens opened, It was at this point I remembered some advice Robbie Britton said in an
interview. STOP and address the issue before it becomes an ISSUE, the few seconds or minutes taken to do this can
literally save hours later. So it was rain jackets on and away we went. The chalk and slippery bits were over and the
course opened up to woodland and trails, through check points 2 and 3 were twisting turning and free flowing, it was
raining hard but I really felt we were on our way and we were both running as one. We were fully settled in to the 25/5
strategy now, everything was good.
But it got tough...very tough, I went through a rough patch at 35 miles and 40 miles, my stomach was all over the place
and visited the hedges (not Clive and Ellie) a few times, but we got to the halfway point and we were both in one
piece. When darkness arrived I think we both felt really excited and not so daunted by the distance, head torches on
we made our way 3 miles up back onto the main trail of the Ridgeway for the 42 mile night leg. It was soon after this
Colin had some stomach issues, but we got through it and to the check point, seeing Kelly and Richard I know gave us
both a massive boost. Colin tucked into a rice pudding and seemed ready to kick some butt and that's exactly what we
did. We set off with a bit of gusto and seemed to build on it, as the miles went by we became stronger passing
probably 15 to 20 runners, the trail on this section was much more runnable which was happily accepted by both of us,
the even paths were lovely and a welcome break from the deep rutted uneven surface we had been enduring.
The final stages of the race became cat and mouse between us and a few other runners, nutrition became harder to
get down and I went through a low point at around 72 miles, but with the sun coming up and the end in site we rallied
and got the job done. 84 miles down 1 mile remaining we can relax and coast in right? WRONG! I'm jogging along
thinking thank the lord this is all soon going to be over and Colin in true Starky fashion mutters
"mate you're really not gonna like what I'm about to say"
really, I thought what on earth could be bad, we are in touching distance of the finish.
"We're being chased down by two lads"
.....my initial response was "I don't give a Sh*t "
but then the competitor came out in me and we upped it like all true Beach Runners do and finished rather well if I
may say so ;) We finished 14th and 15th and shared 2nd and 3rd in our 35< age group, the two chaps chasing us
down at the finish were in our age group so the moral to the story is....its always worth a sprint to the line even in an 85
mile race. will I do another? Hell yeah :) Our finish time was 18 hours 42 minutes. Big thank you to Kelly and Richard
A quick mention for readers interest (maybe) on the nutrional front we were both very different, Colin opted for
sandwiches, and water early on while I had cereal bars, gels and water, I had a plan of what I was going to eat but
discovered you cant plan it, we aimed to eat and drink on each of our 5 min walks and this worked fairly well. The
second half I ate small portions of baked potatoes, the odd gel, water and flat coke, I found this worked Ok, I don't
think the baked potato cheese and beans at check point 5 really agreed with Colin and he became partial to a bit of
rice pudding there after ;) Nutritian is definatly a vital part of achieving a good ultra performance and an area I know I
can improve for future races, its a learning process, very different for each runner and getting this right will take time,
and is trial and error.

Kelly Stark - Supporters report of the 85 mile Ridgeway Challenge – with Colin Stark & Andy Kett.
The Ridgeway was to be my ‘anniversary treat’, Colin assured me I would love it but I was slightly sceptical. It was also
my work colleagues wedding anniversary and while she delighted in showing me the very posh romantic hotel she was
staying in, I would be spending the weekend living in the car, along with Andy’s friend Richard (who I had never met).
Luckily Richard turned out to be a thoroughly nice bloke and most importantly an excellent map reader.
So with thoughts of terrible bank holiday traffic we set off from Fakenham just before 7am. We didn’t need to worry
though, the weather was awful and anyone with any sense was still at home. We therefore arrived very early at
9.30am. This resulted in 2 ½ hours of nervous waiting, worries about chaffing, debates on what to wear, plenty of carb
loading, numerous toilet trips (the boys, not me!) and Andy insisting on packing, repacking and moving things around
his bag at least 8 times! Finally it was time to walk to the Ivinghoe Beacon, the Ridgeway start, in the rain, and despite
Andy’s obsessive bag checking he’d managed to leave his water bottle in the car. After a quick briefing they were off
and Richard and I ran back to the car to get to Tring Station (mile 3) to reunite Andy with his water bottle.
It was 10 miles to the first checkpoint at Wendover
so Richard and I decided on a quick detour to the
nearest fish and chip shop. We knew as the
route became more and more rural there would
not be the opportunity for anything other than
snacks later on. So feeling a little guilty, we parked
up close to checkpoint 1 in a lovely scenic spot and
tucked in. The boys had decided on a 25 minute
run/ 5 minute walk strategy which they adopted from
the start so this made it fairly easy for Richard and
I to work out what time they would be at each
checkpoint. We had both received detailed
instructions on which drinks to make up, and both
boys had made up little goody bags for us to give
them. These mainly consisted of sandwiches, half a
banana, half a mars bar, crisps and gels. As it
happened they didn’t need to worry so much about
the goody bags because at all the checkpoints the
food was excellent, more like a wedding buffet! Each
checkpoint is manned by a local running club and they all made a massive effort. When we saw the boys all was well
even though the rain had turned into a torrent.
At checkpoint 2 & 3 it was still chucking it down and I know the boys were worried about chaffing. This was addressed
with generous amounts of Sudocrem. I had previously thought this was only for babies bums! By checkpoint 4 at
Swyncombe the rain had finally stopped and it looked like it would be a nice evening. The boys had covered 31.7 miles
and were looking really good. The scenery was lovely and Richard and I were glad we had the camping stove to make
a nice cup of tea. It’s fair to say we were really enjoying ourselves.
Things look a turn for the worst at Goring (checkpoint 5) and the
halfway point. This was where the boys needed their head torches
and night gear and they’d text to say they would have a quick ‘spruce
up’ so could we bring a change of clothes. Goring was a really lovely
place and the numerous pubs along the river looked very tempting.
Several people walked past while we waited outside the village hall,
all dressed up for their Saturday night out, and were amazed when
we told them we were supporting an 85 mile run. There was the
opportunity for hot food at Goring which most of the runners had
stopped to enjoy. Andy was happy to stick with his sandwiches but
Colin went for jacket potato with cheese and beans. It was at this
point we had a bit of a worry. Colin was turning whiter and whiter and
had sweat pouring off him. It was clear he was close to fainting, but I
knew he wouldn’t want me to make a scene, so I just stood beside
him to make sure he didn’t fall off his chair and hoped he’d recover.
After a minute or so I went to get Andy who went into ‘work mode’
and got him on the floor with his legs up on a chair. A few of the other
runners looked on, some clearly with their own issues (one had blood
all over his top from bleeding nipples) but no doubt they were thinking
‘I’m glad I feel better than that poor sod’! However, 10 minutes later
Colin was on his feet and tucking into rice pudding, and described the
previous half hour as ‘quite a low point’! I don’t know who was more
relieved me or Andy, probably Andy as I’m sure the thought of
heading out into the night for another 43 miles on his own was not
appealing.

After that little drama I was really looking forward to seeing to boys at checkpoint 6 but there was more trouble when
Colin rang to say the rechargeable batteries he’d brought for his head torch didn’t work, and could I go to the shops
and get some more. It was 11pm and we were in an area about as rural and you could get, I knew the only place
open would be at Swindon (a considerable drive away). Luckily one of the checkpoint helpers came to the rescue
and gave me 4 spare batteries, this really summed up the spirit of the event. While I was sorting out spare batteries
Richard had the camping stove going for another cup of tea. It was to everyone’s amusement that he was
questioned by the police as to what on earth was going on in a remote layby so late on a Saturday night. Eventually
they believed his explanation of an 85 mile run, but were perhaps expecting to find activity of a different kind!
We could see the head torches approaching over Bury Down from around 2 miles away and each time we saw 2
together we were convinced it was the boys, but as more and more runners came and went it was clear their
consistent 12 minute/miles had gone out the window. We did have a good laugh that we were looking out for one
bright, one dim torch and that Colin was the dim one (sorry Colin!). When they finally arrived Colin was slurring his
words a bit and said he had been having major stomach issues, resulting in several stops. Convinced it was the
Nunn tablets in his drink he swapped to lemon squash and managed to force down some rice pudding. Andy
meanwhile was still looking good.
Richard and I waved them off and headed to checkpoint 7 at Sparshalt Firs (61.5 miles). We decided this would be a
good opportunity for a power nap as we thought the boys would get slower and slower from now on. Fortunately we
were wrong and they arrived way ahead of what we expected and had to bang on the car window to get us up.
Luckily we had already made their drinks up and Colin was like a different person, clearly the Nunn tablets had been
the problem. They had really picked the pace up and had started overtaking lots of runners who were really
struggling. We saw one poor bloke wrapped in foil blankets whose race was clearly over. Both the boys were now in
unchartered territory as far as distance went, but seemed to be getting stronger.
The checkpoint 8 at Foxhill had a lovely roaring fire which would have been nice if the boys had spent very long
there, but as they were keen to get on we didn’t stop for more than a few minutes. As Richard and I headed away
from the checkpoint we caught up with them and couldn’t resist shouting ‘fancy a lift boys’ out the window. I’m sure
this really helped with moral!
It was 10 miles to checkpoint 9 and although it was tempting to get there and have a sleep we knew it would
probably be best to meet them in between. So with some difficulty we found a track where the Ridgeway crossed
and got the camping stove going. It was 3.45am and the temperature had dropped to 10 degrees, because we were
feeling very tired by now it felt more like freezing. I found I was shivering despite numerous layers and 2 coats. When
the boys arrived all they wanted was a banana, shunning our newly prepared hot drinks.
The final checkpoint was at Banbury Castle (79 miles), which I was looking forward to seeing, but there was no
chance of that as it was 5.15am and still pitch black. I must admit to having a ‘what on earth am I doing here’
moment as we waited on top of a very cold/windy hill. This didn’t last long when the boys arrived tired but very
upbeat. We took their bags at this point as there was ‘only’ 6 miles to go.
I was just a little emotional and very proud when the boys appeared over the hill to run the last road to the finish. And
in typical Stark/Kett style they were chasing down a lady runner just in front of them. The race director was seeing
runners home but it was hardly a grand finale, just a village hall with a couple of St Johns Ambulance crew asleep in
the corner and a few other runners crashed out in various locations. After a few cups of tea and a bacon sarnie all
that was left to do was for me to drive the 200 miles home!

Member’s Question & Answers

Name:
Joined NNBR:

John Christopher
1994

Favourite race? Why?
Snowdonia and Dublin marathon's because Snowdonia was very scenic,
hard and an achievement and Dublin the atmosphere and support was
awesome.
Year started running?
1975 when i was 11 yrs old i started running for the school.
Number of Marathons & favourite?
I've done 26 marathon's my first one being when i was 18 and that was
the Norfolk marathon from holt to Norwich which i did in 3hr's 18mins
and my favourite is Dublin where i did my pb of 2.57 in 1984.
Favourite NNBR session?
20 X 400's good for speed and over with quickly.
Greatest running achievement to date?
Getting selected for the county in x country at Cardiff and my pb for a
10k of 33.42 at Dewsbury.
Running moment (something funny, painful or memorable)?
Running into a telegraph pole (lite up) while doing a
session down Cromwell road. i was, trying to pass Maurice page for the first time ever
How many pairs of trainers do you own?
2 pair's and they are 1 pair of racing shoe's saucony which i've only
ever worn once coz i've been injured since and a pair of mizuno.
Running Tip or Quote?
no pain no gain(unfortunately i've got the pain but not getting any gain)
Running Watch make (if applicable)
Cheap one from Argos coz i'm always losing them.
Future running objectives?
To keep running and enjoy it.
Club kit can be ordered from Peter Eaton. Some of the kit is held in stock, other items however have to be
ordered and sometimes have a minimum quantity required to order them, and therefore there may be a period
of wait until enough members request said items

For all kit enquiries including latest prices, please contact
Peter Eaton on Telephone 01362 684134 or peat@preat.plus.com

Fixtures

Handicap series
All six handicap races in the in-house competition have now taken place, there will however be the annual Christmas
Handicap race after which prizes will be given out for the Handicap series
5k Handicap

11 April

Worstead handicap

07 July

10k Handicap

02 May

10m Handicap

11 July

BEACHRACE Handicap

30 May

10k Handicap RE-RUN

1 August

5m Handicap

06 June

7 mile Handicap

20 August

Upcoming Race Diary

September
1
1
1
7
8
8
8
14 & 15
15
15
22
22
22
22
29

Wissey Half Marathon
Framlingham 10k
Autumn Waveney 2013
Thompson 5k & 10k
Langham 10k
Grunty Fen Half
North Norfolk Tri
Round Norfolk Relay
The Sennowe Park 10k
The Sennowe Park 5k
Erpingham Fun run
Barningham 5K
Hunstanton 10K
Pleshy Half Marathon
Jolly Jaguars 10k

www.rystonrunners.org.uk
www.framflyers.org.uk
www.tri-anglia.co.uk/
www.activenorfolk.org
www.langham10km.org.u
www.elyrunners.co.uk
www.roundnorfolkrelay.com/

www.Erpinghamyouth.co.uk
See Tony Witmond
Www.stroke.org.uk/event
www.springfieldstriders.org.uk
www.coltishalljaguars.co.uk

Don't forget there are weekly Parkrun events at 9:00am on Saturday mornings at Sheringham, Norwich,
Gorleston, King's Lynn, Mulbarton, Fritton Lake, Brandon and Thetford

You can follow the
Beach Runners on line at

@nnbrunner

There is also the website

http://www.nnbr.co.uk/
or sign up to

Or join the Facebook page

Results
Runner

Position

Time

Runner

10k Handicap - 1st August

Position

Time

Sheringham parkrun #37 - 3rd August

Garry Hobart

1

00:58:29

Emma PATEL

5

Jamie Seamark

2

00:38:11

Jake ARMSTRONG

7

00:21:37
00:22:09

Thomas Wray

3

00:49:15

Alexander YOUNGMAN

11

00:22:54

Malcolm Ball

4

00:57:31

Christopher GIBBONS

15

00:23:49

Thomas Rivett

5

00:47:16

Vernon HOARE

21

0:24:47

Rob Osborne

6

00:49:54

Alison Jane SWANSON

47

00:28:30

Dave Spooner

7

00:48:05

Trevor Spencer EMERY

51

00:28:49

Paul Muffet

8

00:38:43

Mandy BERESFORD

54

00:28:56

Chris Wade

9

00:41:31

Malcolm BALL

56

00:29:08

Cathrine Young

10

01:01:48

Catherine YOUNG

69

00:31:00

John Leach

11

00:43:45

Amy THOMPSON

76

00:31:55

Vinnie Purdy

12

00:44:22

Robert Paul OSBORNE

78

00:32:22

Brenda Kinch

13

00:56:27

Claire Anne SCOTT

87

00:34:50

Martin Smith

14

00:49:07

Andrea Judith OSBORNE

98

00:37:22

Libby Ashton

15

00:59:23

Nicola WRAY

103

00:41:19

Noel Spruce

16

00:54:02

Finlay SWANSON

14

00:23:41

Zander

17

00:47:16

Thomas WRAY

24

00:25:24

Amy Thompson

18

01:04:52

Jen ARMSTRONG

32

00:26:32

John Folkard

19

01:03:26

Malcolm James CRANE

70

00:31:03

Merle Riseborough

20

00:47:58

Fiona-May SWANSON

83

00:34:26

Tina Foster

21

00:57:05

Stuart David SWANSON

84

00:34:26

Deborah Gillespie

22

01:14:50

Michelle Burton

23

01:00:26

Hazel Wray

24

00:54:08

Claire Scott

25

01:13:27

Ian Wade

26

00:54:15

Claire GUEST

27

00:58:28

Dawn GUEST

28

00:58:35

Andrea Osborne

29

00:58:36

Nicola Wray

30

01:22:01

Kirsty Hobart

31

01:12:19

Tony Gentry

32

01:00:19
Sheringham parkrun #38 - 10th August

Emma Muffet

33

01:04:42

Darren Armstrong

34

00:51:10

Chris MERRYLEES

4

00:19:46

Martin Gough

35

01:04:30

Jake ARMSTRONG

14

00:22:08
00:22:16

Mulbarton parkrun # 21 – 03rd August
Justin Asford

17

00:27:02

Dovedale Dipper 26m - 4th August

Alexander YOUNGMAN

16

Eddie CARMAN

20

00:22:48

Martin SMITH

33

00:24:15

Garry HOBART

75

00:28:06

Trevor Spencer EMERY

79

00:28:26

Christina Walker

62

05:34:00

Malcolm BALL

88

00:29:31

Dave Spooner

63

05:34:00

Jan HAWKINS

95

00:30:22

Michelle BURTON

97

00:31:02

Libby ASHTON

101

00:31:36

Catherine YOUNG

102

00:31:38

Mad March Hare 10k - 4th August
Andi Osborne

80

00:55:20

Cascate del Rio Verde 10.5 km - 10th August

Tina FOSTER

103

00:31:38

Andrea Judith OSBORNE

118

00:33:14

Carmine De Grandis

17

00:48:03

Jen Armstrong

120

00:33:19

Jenny De Grandis

127

01:07:00

Fiona-May SWANSON

123

00:33:24

Alison Jane SWANSON

124

00:33:24

Jonathan FOLKARD

135

00:36:10

Mandy BERESFORD

142

00:37:12

Amy THOMPSON

144

00:37:38

Kirsty HOBART

145

00:37:38

Runner

Position

Time

Runner

Chris Merrylees

4

01:19:07

Michael Sadler

26

01:31:34

Richard Blake

33

01:33:18

Eddie Carman

197

01:53:16

Sheringham parkrun #39 - 17th August
Chris MERRYLEES
Chris WADE
Jake ARMSTRONG
Alexander YOUNGMAN
Finlay SWANSON
Jamie Simon WADE
Darren ARMSTRONG
Thomas WRAY
Hazel WRAY
Martin SMITH
Christopher GIBBONS
Ian WADE
Garry HOBART
Stuart David SWANSON
Tony GENTRY
Mandy BERESFORD
Keith DICKENS
Catherine YOUNG
Malcolm James CRANE
Fiona-May SWANSON
Alison Jane SWANSON
Fiona MORRISON
Jonathan FOLKARD
Libby ASHTON

1
3
14
16
19
22
23
27
32
33
40
45
57
62
65
66
70
74
82
95
96
103
105
125

789

Time

7

Vinnie Purdy

07:57:34

Reepham Summer Sunday 10k - 18th August
Anthony Witmond

16

00:39:26

Matt Andrews

55

00:44:23

Brenda Kinch

173

00:54:29

00:18:46

Andi Osborne

175

00:54:42

00:20:33

Malcolm Ball

181

00:54:54

00:22:25

Rob Osborne

219

00:59:34

00:22:31

Mike Marshall

245

01:03:50

00:23:17

Alec Fraser

252

01:04:44

00:23:43
00:23:47

7m Handicap - 20th August

00:24:25

Justin Ashford

1

01:01:46

00:25:10

Kirsty Hobbart

2

01:08:50

00:25:12

Debbie Warboys

3

00:55:40

00:25:35

Martin Smith

4

00:52:04

00:26:44

Tony Whitmond

5

00:44:09

00:28:14

John Leach

6

00:47:18

00:29:10

Kevin Parfitt

7

00:52:01

00:29:37

Clive Hedges

8

00:54:32

00:29:40

Dave Spooner

9

00:51:30

00:30:11

Gary Hobart

10

01:01:48

00:30:40

Emma Patel

11

00:46:22

00:31:43

Tom Wray

12

00:53:42

00:33:27

Tom Rivett

13

00:51:41

00:33:30

Andi Osbourne

14

01:02:27

00:35:21

Tina Foster

15

01:02:08

00:35:24

Chris Gibbons

16

00:55:08

00:39:50

Malcom Ball

17

01:02:13

Chris Merrylees

18

00:41:17

Hazel Wray

19

00:57:26

Sarah Mapes

20

01:02:41

John Folkard

21

01:10:47

Noel Spruce

22

00:59:29

Engadiner Sommerlauf 26K - 18th August
Jenny De Grandis

Position

John Lucas Memorial 50 miles Run - 18th August

East Coast Half Marathon - 11th August

02:43:19

Sheringham parkrun #40 – 24th August
Chris MERRYLEES

2

00:18:40

Brenda Kinch

23

01:03:11

Nathan RISBEY

4

00:18:50

Jim hayes

24

00:53:08

Emma PATEL

9

00:20:56

Lucy Collyier

25

00:59:18

Vinnie PURDY

15

00:22:21

Chris Walker

26

00:59:18

Thomas WRAY

25

00:24:21

Nikki Kavannagn

27

01:07:02

Hazel WRAY

29

00:24:54

Martin SMITH

37

00:25:45

Tina FOSTER

48

00:27:28

Andy Kett

14

18:42:00

Trevor Spencer EMERY

50

00:28:36

Colin Stark

15

18:42:00

Tony GENTRY
Malcolm BALL

52
54

00:28:49
00:29:05

Robert Paul OSBORNE

57

00:29:30

Keith DICKENS

58

00:29:35

Libby ASHTON

60

00:30:11

Malcolm James CRANE

66

00:30:54

Will GENTRY

69

00:31:36

Andrea Judith OSBORNE

76

00:33:02

Fiona MORRISON

86

00:34:56

Ridgeway 85miles - 24th August

UTMB- Traces Des Ducs De Savoies - 27th August
Carmine De Grandis

343

26:29:41

Runner

Position

Sheringham parkrun #41 - 31st August
1
John BATTRICK

Time

Runner

Position

Time

Wissey Half Marathon - 1st September
00:17:53

Chris MERRYLEES

3

00:19:08

Nathan RISBEY

4

00:19:28

Emma PATEL

6

00:21:01

Jake ARMSTRONG

10

00:22:03

Finlay SWANSON

11

00:22:08

Martyn GOUGH

27

00:25:15

Rob EMERY

28

00:25:18

Martin SMITH

33

00:26:04

Derek Charles SADLER

37

00:26:17

Jen ARMSTRONG

39

00:26:23

Christopher GIBBONS

40

00:26:44

Thomas WRAY

41

00:26:45

Robert Paul OSBORNE

43

00:27:04

Keith DICKENS

50

00:27:48

Trevor Spencer EMERY

52

00:28:01

Alison Jane SWANSON

55

00:28:13

Malcolm BALL

57

00:28:31

Jan HAWKINS

69

00:29:56

Kirsty HOBART

70

00:29:59

Janet ACOTT

75

00:30:39

Fiona-May SWANSON

82

00:32:14

Stuart David SWANSON

83

00:32:14

Mandy BERESFORD

85

00:32:40

Amy THOMPSON

86

00:33:02

Kelly Jane STARK

89

00:33:18

Tony GENTRY

92

00:33:21

Claire Anne SCOTT

101

00:34:49

Jonathan FOLKARD

104

00:35:56

Libby ASHTON

110

00:37:36

Tina FOSTER

112

00:40:10

Paul Muffett
Richard Blake
Eddie Carman
Deb Worboys
Chris Gibbons
Hazel Wray
Andi Osborne
Brenda Kinch
Tony Gentry
Tom Wray
Tina Foster
Rob Emery
Jenny De Grandis
Carmine De Grandis
Shelly Burton
Libby Ashton

7

01:19:08

51

01:32:29

116

01:42:51

156

01:51:01

171

01:52:18

174

01:53:21

187

01:55:14

202

01:58:52

204

01:59:02

205

01:59:09

209

01:59:47

211

02:00:56

231

02:06:39

232

02:06:29

235

02:07:15

259

02:18:44

Please send any recent results photos and race reports to
vinniepurdy@gmail.com or tweet me @vinniepurdy

